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Recognizing the degree of importance of using the recurrent nutrition in 
teaching the basic skills of the sport of swimming. In-field study in the half-

olympic ntatorium. Bouira 
The diversity and universality which specialize the kinetic learning makes it 

obligatory to use many kinds of teaching instruments which affect directly the 
teaching process according to organizational procedures, the purpose from 
that is achieving the aim this process is seeking which is arriving at the best 
level of the leamer, and the efficient teaching process relies on how good is the 
linkup between the leamer ad the teacher and the device of this linkup plays a 
big and important role in perfecting the skillful perfecting the skillful 
performance which is intended to be learnt rapidly, whenever the tool of the 
linkup is suitable, the learning proces will be better, fast and with less time and 
effort. 

                                                             
  

Email : mazarifatah@yahoo.fr



The recurrent nutrition is considenred as one of the important teaching 
instruments which has a direct and crucial impact on the learning process, 
which is the process where the learner is supplied whith information about the 
nature of his performance during his repeated trials that he does to learn the 
requested skill, and to recognize via these data the degree of progress he 
attained during and after the performance , and any failure in providing such 
data to learners will hinder the entire learning process. 

The recurrent nutrition plays an important and active role in developing the 
scientific and pragmatic capacity, as supplying the learner with positive and 
negative datta about the kinetic performance contribute with a big deal in 
arriving to perfecting the movement and the skill in the right and exact way, as 
every teacher and every trainer seek and target in his teaching and training 
approaches to acquiring and perfecting the kinetic skills aiming to arrive at an 
integration in performance and that through using new scientivic devices, the 
recurrent nutrition is described to be one of the most important among these 
devices which can be used to assess performance through giving the different 
information to sport man and this can give  a chance to control and regulate 
behabior exactly as it is intended with what is desired to be achieved. 
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